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Abstract
In presenting speciﬁcations and speciﬁcation properties to a theorem prover, there is a tension between
convenience for the user and convenience for the theorem prover. A choice of speciﬁcation formulation that
is most natural to a user may not be the ideal formulation for reasoning about that speciﬁcation in a theorem
prover. However, when the theorem prover is being integrated into a system development framework, a
desirable goal of the integration is to make use of the theorem prover as easy as possible for the user. In
such a context, it is possible to have the best of both worlds: speciﬁcations that are natural for a system
developer to write in the language of the development framework, and representations of these speciﬁcations
that are well matched to the reasoning techniques provided in the prover. In a tactic-based prover, these
reasoning techniques include the use of tactics (or strategies) that can rely on certain structural elements
in the theorem prover’s representation of speciﬁcations. This paper illustrates how translation techniques
used in integrating PVS into the TIOA (Timed Input/Output Automata) system development framework
produce PVS speciﬁcations structured to support development of PVS strategies that implement reasoning
steps appropriate for proving TIOA speciﬁcation properties.
Keywords: Mechanical Theorem Proving, Templates, Speciﬁcation Translation, Strategies, I/O
Automata, Timed Automata, Hybrid Automata.
1 Introduction
The task of developing strategies for proving classes of properties in a theorem
prover divides naturally into at least two phases. The ﬁrst phase is the formulation
for the prover of problem speciﬁcations, i.e., of settings and assertions to be proved
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in the settings. The second phase is the provision of techniques for guiding the
prover in proving the assertions as automatically as possible.
In the formulation phase, a tension arises between convenience for the formulator
and the ultimate convenience for the theorem prover. In particular, the speciﬁcation
formulation most natural to a user may not be the ideal formulation for reasoning
about properties of the speciﬁcation in a theorem prover. One way to alleviate the
tension is to provide an intermediate layer between the speciﬁer and the prover that
translates speciﬁcations expressed in a form natural to the user into a form more
convenient for the prover.
A natural setting for providing such an intermediate layer is in the integration
of a theorem prover into a system development framework. In such a context, it
is possible to have the best of both worlds: speciﬁcations that are natural for a
system developer to write in the language of the development framework, and rep-
resentations of these speciﬁcations that are well matched to the reasoning techniques
provided in the prover. In a tactic-based prover, these reasoning techniques include
the creation and use of tactics (or strategies) that can rely on certain structural
elements in the theorem prover’s representation of speciﬁcations.
In this paper, we focus on the integration of the theorem prover PVS [27] into
the TIOA (Timed Input/Output Automata) [9] system development framework. A
combination of PVS features make PVS a good choice for theorem proving support
in TIOA. First, the higher order nature of PVS allows the use of function-valued
state variables in representing the state of an automaton. This is useful, for ex-
ample, when there are state variables parameterized by a parameter whose type
is uninterpreted (e.g., in a concurrent or distributed system, a parameter of type
process). As will be seen below, the higher order constructs in PVS also provide a
convenient method of treating periods of continuous state evolution in an automaton
analogously to atomic state transitions. Second, as described in [2,1], the fact that
PVS saves rerunnable proof scripts and supports automated assertion labeling and
proof comments facilitates the implementation, as PVS strategies, of proof steps
using which users can create PVS proof scripts of properties visibly, if roughly, iso-
morphic to high level hand proofs. This paper describes how the translation scheme
central to our integration of PVS into TIOA produces PVS speciﬁcations structured
by templates to support the creation of PVS strategies of this nature implement-
ing reasoning steps suited to proving invariant and simulation properties of TIOA
speciﬁcations.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses how the work described in
this paper relates to other work. Section 3 provides some background on the TIOA
toolkit and on the PVS interface TAME used to integrate PVS into the toolkit.
Section 4 describes the TIOA framework and its speciﬁcation language. Section 5
describes a set of templates we designed for use in the TAME representations of
TIOA speciﬁcations, and explains how they facilitate reusing old and developing new
PVS strategies for TAME for reasoning about speciﬁcation properties. Section 6
discusses how the TIOA-to-PVS translator in the toolkit has evolved from producing
nearly literal translations of TIOA speciﬁcations to producing translations that
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follow the templates. Section 7 discusses several example TAME strategies that
rely on the templates. Finally, Section 8 summarizes our work and presents some
conclusions.
2 Relation to related work
Problem formulation.
The notion that the formulation of a problem is important in automated rea-
soning is hardly new. It is discussed by Arvo [5] in the context of problem solving.
In the context of theorem proving, it has generally been discussed in terms of best
formulation for automatic theorem proving. For example, Kerber [15] considers how
to formulate higher order theorems in ﬁrst order logic, Kerber and Pra¨cklein [16]
consider how to best formulate ﬁrst order logic problems for resolution theorem
proving, and Ramachandran and Amir [25] study how to compactly represent cer-
tain ﬁrst order theories in propositional logic. The work in [16] is, like our work,
concerned with transforming a human-friendly representation of a problem into a
form better for a theorem prover. However, rather than focusing on formulating
problems for better automatic theorem proving, our work is concerned with better
supporting development of strategies to simplify interactive theorem proving in a
higher order logic.
Translation to a theorem prover.
Various tools have been previously developed for translating speciﬁcations in
the IOA (Input/Output Automata) language [8,10], the predecessor of the TIOA
language, into the language of diﬀerent theorem provers, including the Larch
Prover [6,11], Isabelle [28,24,22,23], and PVS [7]. A previous translator from TIOA
(and hence IOA) to PVS is described in [18]. The translator described in this pa-
per, which is derived from the translator in [18], is the ﬁrst TIOA-to-PVS translator
designed especially to support strategy development.
3 Background
The TIOA toolkit.
The TIOA toolkit [9] is designed to support analysis of systems based on the
TIOA model [13]. The toolkit provides a front end checker for type-checking spec-
iﬁcations written in the TIOA formal language. Back end tools of the toolkit
currently being developed include a simulator [20], an interface to the UPPAAL
model-checker [17], and a translator to the PVS theorem prover that produces PVS
speciﬁcations of systems and their properties suitable for use with the PVS inter-
face TAME [2,1]. The initial version of the translator to PVS was described in [18].
Recent improvements to the translator are the central subject of this paper. The
TIOA toolkit is part of the TIOA system development framework (see Section 4).
The PVS interface TAME.
TAME (Timed Automata Modeling Environment) is a PVS interface designed
to simplify specifying and reasoning about automata (state machines). TAME pro-
vides templates for speciﬁcations of automata and their properties, and a set of
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vocabulary fischer_types
2 t y p e s process,
PcValue enumeration [ pc_rem, pc_test, pc_set, pc_check,
4 pc_leavetry, pc_crit, pc_leaveexit, pc_reset]
6 automaton fischer(l_check, u_set: Real) where
u_set < l_check ∧ u_set ≥ 0 ∧ l_check ≥ 0
8 imports fischer_types
s i g n a t u r e
10 output try(i: process) i n t e r n a l test(i: process)
output crit(i: process) i n t e r n a l set(i: process)
12 output exit(i: process) i n t e r n a l check(i: process)
output rem(i: process) i n t e r n a l reset(i: process)
14 s t a t e s
turn: Null[process] := nil,
16 now: Real := 0,
pc: Array[process, PcValue] := constant(pc_rem),
18 last_set: Array[process, AugmentedReal] := constant(u_set),
first_check: Array[process, Real] := constant(0)
20 t r a n s i t i o n s
i n t e r n a l test(i) i n t e r n a l reset(i)
22 pre pc[i] = pc_test pre pc[i] = pc_reset
e f f i f turn = nil then e f f pc[i] := pc_leaveexit;
24 pc[i] := pc_set; turn := nil;
last_set[i] :=
26 now + u_set output try(i)
f i pre pc[i] = pc_rem
28 e f f pc[i] := pc_test
i n t e r n a l set(i)
30 pre pc[i] = pc_set output crit(i)
e f f turn := embed(i); pre pc[i] = pc_leavetry
32 pc[i] := pc_check; e f f pc[i] := pc_crit
last_set[i] := \infty;
34 first_check[i] := output exit(i)
now + l_check; pre pc[i] = pc_crit
36 e f f pc[i] := pc_reset
i n t e r n a l check(i)
38 pre pc[i] = pc_check ∧ output rem(i)
first_check[i] ≤ now pre pc[i] = pc_leaveexit
40 e f f i f turn = embed(i) then e f f pc[i] := pc_rem;
pc[i] := pc_leavetry
42 e l s e
pc[i] := pc_test
44 f i ;
first_check[i] := 0;
46
t r a j e c t o r i e s
48 t r a j d e f traj
i n v a r i a n t now ≥ 0
50 s to p when
∃ i: process (now = last_set[i])
52 e v o l v e
d(now) = 1
Fig. 1. TIOA speciﬁcation for fischer
mechanized proof steps that correspond to reasoning steps typical in high level
hand proofs of automaton properties including invariant and simulation properties.
The proof steps are implemented as PVS strategies. Through building automatic
translators of speciﬁcations to PVS speciﬁcations that instantiate TAME templates
and implementing additional, setting-speciﬁc TAME proof steps as PVS strategies,
TAME has been adapted to provide theorem proving support in several settings [3].
4 The TIOA framework and its speciﬁcation language
This section provides an overview of the TIOA toolkit and its speciﬁcation language,
using the TIOA description of the Fischer mutual exclusion algorithm in Figure 1 to
illustrate the language. A more complete description of the language can be found
in the TIOA User Manual and Reference Guide [9].
The TIOA system development framework 4 provides an environment and toolkit
4 Under the name Tempo, a beta release of this framework was ﬁrst made available in August, 2006 at
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i n v a r i a n t o f fischer:
2 ∀ k: process (pc[k] = pc_set⇒ (last_set[k] ≤ (now + u_set)))
i n v a r i a n t o f fischer:
4 ∀ k: process (now ≤ last_set[k])
i n v a r i a n t o f fischer:
6 ∀ k: process (pc[k] = pc_set⇒ last_set[k] = \infty)
i n v a r i a n t o f fischer:
8 ∀ i: process ∀ j: process
(pc[i] = pc_check ∧ turn = embed(i) ∧ pc[j] = pc_set
10 ⇒ first_check[i] > last_set[j])
i n v a r i a n t o f fischer:
12 ∀ i: process ∀ j: process
(pc[i] = pc_leavetry ∨ pc[i] = pc_crit ∨ pc[i] = pc_reset
14 ⇒ turn = embed(i) ∧ pc[j] = pc_set)
i n v a r i a n t o f fischer:
16 ∀ i: process ∀ j: process (i = j⇒ pc[i] = pc_crit ∨ pc[j] = pc_crit)
Fig. 2. Invariants of fischer in TIOA form
for the speciﬁcation, analysis, and reﬁnement of distributed and concurrent sys-
tems. TIOA speciﬁcations model a system as an automaton with a set of states,
one or more initial states, actions that cause state transitions, and trajectories. The
TIOA speciﬁcation language extends the IOA (Input/Output Automata or I/O Au-
tomata) language [8,10], which has been in use (initially informally) for nearly two
decades (see, e.g., [19,12,22,26]), by adding constructs for deﬁning trajectories that
describe how a system state can evolve as the result of time passage. Complex
systems can be modeled as a composition of automata; like I/O Automata, Timed
I/O Automata can be composed by joining output actions to input actions.
A TIOA speciﬁcation consists of the deﬁnition of one or more automaton models,
together with the deﬁnition of properties of interest of these automata and, if needed,
a vocabulary in which types, constants, and operators referred to in the automaton
deﬁnitions are declared. With some exceptions (such as enumerated types), the
semantics of the declarations in a speciﬁcation vocabulary used in analysis of the
speciﬁcation is provided by way of the analysis tool being used. Thus, when PVS
is applied to proving that certain properties of interest hold for automata speciﬁed
in TIOA, the vocabulary takes its semantics from some appropriate PVS theory.
The TIOA speciﬁcation language is designed to be is clear and concise, and to
allow a user to deﬁne an automaton model by providing the necessary information
in a natural way. In a TIOA speciﬁcation (see Figure 1), the vocabulary required
is declared using the vocabulary keyword, each automaton description is declared
using the automaton keyword, and automaton properties are declared using the
keywords invariant and/or forward simulation (see Figure 2).
The main components of an automaton description are the signature and the
deﬁnitions of the states, transitions, and trajectories. To permit use of a vocabulary,
an automaton imports it. Lines 1–4 of Figure 1 shows how the types process
and PcValue are introduced by the vocabulary fischer types imported by the
automaton fischer in line 8. The automaton can be parameterized, with a where
clause constraining the parameter values, as illustrated in lines 6–7. The signature
of an automaton deﬁnes the set of internal (internal) and external (input and
output) actions, together with the parameters the actions may take (see lines 9–13).
State variables are declared using the states keyword. As shown in lines 14–19, the
http://www.veromodo.com.
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declaration of each variable of fischer speciﬁes its name, type, and initial value.
Specifying the initial value of a variable is optional; the TIOA language also allows
initially clause to constrain, or further constrain, the variable values in a start
state. No initially clause is needed in the speciﬁcation of fischer.
After the keyword transitions, the transitions triggered by the actions declared
in the signature are speciﬁed in a precondition-eﬀect style. The precondition pre
of a transition asserts the conditions when the transition can take place, while the
eﬀect eff contains a small program specifying how the state variables are modiﬁed
by the transition (see lines 20–46).
The trajectory deﬁnitions for the automaton follow the keyword trajectories.
Each trajectory deﬁnition (see lines 47–53) consists of: 1) an optional invariant
state predicate which must hold throughout the trajectory, 2) a stopping condition—
a state predicate which ends the trajectory as soon as it is true—speciﬁed by the
stop when clause, and 3) an evolve clause stating how the values of the state
variables evolve over time. The evolve clause for the trajectory traj in Figure 1
indicates that the only variable that changes as traj evolves is now, at the (obvious)
rate of 1 unit per time unit.
A state invariant property of an automaton can be speciﬁed as an invariant.
An implementation relationship between a pair of automata [13] can be deﬁned
as a forward simulation from one to the other. Figure 2 shows the main state
invariants of the automaton fischer in TIOA.
The TIOA language includes a type name AugmentedReal that refers to the
real numbers augmented by (positive) inﬁnity (denoted \infty). The language also
allows for the “lifting” of any type to add a new “bottom” (undeﬁned) element nil.
Thus turn, which indicates the process whose turn it is to enter the critical region,
has type Null[process], the lifting of type process, and initial value nil, and
embed(i) coerces i of type process to type Null[process].
5 PVS templates for strategy support
As described in detail in [4], the PVS representations of TIOA speciﬁcations pro-
duced by the TIOA-to-PVS translator follow a variant of the automaton template
used by TAME [2,1] and the TAME property templates, including the forward sim-
ulation template described in [21]. As a result, the PVS proof support provided
in the TIOA toolkit includes all of the standard TAME strategies for proofs of
properties of I/O automata described in [2,1,21].
Two major TAME strategies for proofs of properties of I/O automata are the
strategies auto induct and prove fwd sim. The strategy auto induct is used
to perform the initial stages of the proof of a state invariant by induction, while
prove fwd sim does the same for a proof of forward simulation. Both strategies
rely heavily on both the naming conventions and the structure conventions followed
in the automaton and lemma templates. In particular, both auto induct and
prove fwd sim rely on the names start, trans, and enabled, respectively used
for the start state predicate, transition function, and precondition predicate in the
automaton template; auto induct relies on TAME’s standard invariant lemma
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template (see Figure 4 for examples of Inv invname):
FORALL(s:states): reachable(s) => Inv invname
and the strategy prove fwd sim relies on both the (much more complex) deﬁnition
structure and standard name of the forward simulation property.
One important use of structure conventions is the assignment of labels to as-
sertions in a proof goal. This is illustrated by TAME’s PVS template used for the
predicate start (see Figure 3 and Section 6.2):
start(s:states):bool =
s = s WITH [ <initial values of some or all state variables> ]
& <optional additional constraints> ;
This template allows auto induct to separate the assertion start(s), which is the
hypothesis of the base case in an induction proof, into two separate hypotheses,
labeled start-state and start-constraints. A strategy designed to automate
the proof of the base case can then refer to either or both of these labels.
Because trajectories describe evolution of the state as time passes, they can be
thought of as “extended transitions” over time (usually, continuous paths through
the state space). In fact, as is discussed in more detail in Section 6.3, trajecto-
ries in a TIOA speciﬁcation are represented in TAME as automaton actions with
information about their invariant, stopping condition, and evolution captured in
their precondition. As with the template for start, TAME’s PVS template for
the precondition of a trajectory action provides a structure that supports useful
labeling:
enabled(a:actions, s:states):bool = CASES a OF
traj-name(delta t, F):
(FORALL (t:(interval(zero,delta t))): traj invariant(a)(F(t)))
AND (FORALL (t:(interval(zero,delta t))): traj stop(a)(F(t)) => t = delta t)
AND (FORALL (t:(interval(zero,delta t))): F(t) = traj evolve(a)(t, s)),
. . .
ENDCASES
The TAME strategy apply speciﬁc precond—which, in an induction proof, intro-
duces into the hypothesis of an induction step subgoal the details of the precondition
of the current action—can take advantage of this organization of the precondition
into a three-part conjunction to separate it into three hypotheses and give each
a separate label. Afterwards, these labels can be used to focus each of the three
TAME strategies (apply traj invariant timeval), (apply traj stop timeval),
and (apply traj evolve timeval) on just its relevant conjunct of the precondi-
tion, to deﬁne respectively for the given time value timeval : 1) the value of the tra-
jectory invariant, 2) the value of the trajectory stopping condition, and 3) the state
to which the trajectory has evolved. The ability to separate concerns in this way
also makes it possible to use (apply traj stop timeval) and (apply traj evolve
timeval) to deﬁne a relatively simple TAME strategy for reasoning about deadlines.
Besides supporting a helpful labeling scheme, the structure of the trajectory
action precondition template facilitates the separation of concerns at an early point
in reasoning by avoiding the use of a shared universal quantiﬁer for the three parts of
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f i s c h e r d e c l s : THEORY BEGIN
2 [ . . . ]
l c h e c k : r e a l
4 u s e t : r e a l
c o n s t f a c t s : AXIOM
6 u s e t < l c h e c k AND u s e t >= 0 AND l c h e c k >= 0
8 s t a t e s : TYPE = [ #
t u r n : l i f t [ p r o c e s s ] ,
10 now : r e a l ,
pc : a r r a y [ p r o c e s s −> PcValue ] ,
12 l a s t s e t : a r r a y [ p r o c e s s −> t ime ] ,
f i r s t c h e c k : a r r a y [ p r o c e s s −> r e a l ] # ]
14
s t a r t ( s : s t a t e s ) : boo l = s =s WITH [
16 t u r n : = bot tom ,
now : = 0 ,
18 pc : = (LAMBDA( i 0 : p r o c e s s ) : pc rem ) ,
l a s t s e t : =
20 (LAMBDA( i 0 : p r o c e s s ) : f i n t i m e ( u s e t ) ) ,
f i r s t c h e c k : = (LAMBDA( i 0 : p r o c e s s ) : 0 ) ]
22
f t y p e ( i , j : ( f i n t i m e ? ) ) :
24 TYPE = [ ( i n t e r v a l ( i , j ))−> s t a t e s ]
26 a c t i o n s : DATATYPE BEGIN
n u t r a j ( d e l t a t : { t : ( f i n t i m e ? ) | dur ( t )>=0} ,
28 F : f t y p e ( ze r o , d e l t a t ) ) : n u t r a j ?
t e s t ( i : p r o c e s s ) : t e s t ? s e t ( i : p r o c e s s ) : s e t ?
30 check ( i : p r o c e s s ) : check ? r e s e t ( i : p r o c e s s ) : r e s e t ?
t r y ( i : p r o c e s s ) : t r y ? c r i t ( i : p r o c e s s ) : c r i t ?
32 e x i t ( i : p r o c e s s ) : e x i t ? rem ( i : p r o c e s s ) : rem ?
END a c t i o n s
34
v i s i b l e ? ( a : a c t i o n s ) : boo l =
36 t r y ? ( a ) OR c r i t ? ( a ) OR e x i t ? ( a ) OR rem ? ( a )
t i m e p a s s a g e a c t i o n ? ( a : a c t i o n s ) : boo l = n u t r a j ? ( a )
38 l e n g t h ( a : ( t i m e p a s s a g e a c t i o n ? ) ) : r e a l =
dur ( d e l t a t ( a ) )
40
t r a j i n v a r i a n t ( a : ( t i m e p a s s a g e a c t i o n ? ) ) ( s : s t a t e s ) :
42 boo l = CASES a OF n u t r a j ( d e l t a t , F ) :
now ( s ) >= 0 ENDCASES
44 t r a j s t o p ( a : ( t i m e p a s s a g e a c t i o n ? ) ) ( s : s t a t e s ) : boo l =
CASES a OF n u t r a j ( d e l t a t , F ) :
46 EXISTS ( i : p r o c e s s ) :
f i n t i m e ( now ( s ) ) = l a s t s e t ( s ) ( i )
48 ENDCASES
t r a j e v o l v e ( a : ( t i m e p a s s a g e a c t i o n ? ) ) ( t : ( f i n t i m e ? ) ,
50 s : s t a t e s ) : s t a t e s =
CASES a OF n u t r a j ( d e l t a t , F ) :
52 s WITH [ now : = now ( s ) + 1 ∗ dur ( t ) ]
ENDCASES
54
e n a b l e d ( a : a c t i o n s , s : s t a t e s ) : boo l =
56 CASES a OF
n u t r a j ( d e l t a t , F ) :
58 (FORALL ( t : ( i n t e r v a l ( ze r o , d e l t a t ) ) ) :
t r a j i n v a r i a n t ( a ) ( F ( t ) ) )
60 AND ( FORALL ( t : ( i n t e r v a l ( ze r o , d e l t a t ) ) ) :
t r a j s t o p ( a ) ( F ( t ) ) => t = d e l t a t )
62 AND ( FORALL ( t : ( i n t e r v a l ( ze r o , d e l t a t ) ) ) :
F ( t ) = t r a j e v o l v e ( a ) ( t , s ) ) ,
64 t e s t ( i ) : pc ( s ) ( i )= p c t e s t , s e t ( i ) : pc ( s ) ( i )= p c s e t ,
check ( i ) : pc ( s ) ( i ) = pc check AND
66 f i r s t c h e c k ( s ) ( i )<=now ( s ) ,
r e s e t ( i ) : pc ( s ) ( i ) = p c r e s e t
68 t r y ( i ) : pc ( s ) ( i )= pc rem , e x i t ( i ) : pc ( s ) ( i )= p c c r i t ,
c r i t ( i ) : pc ( s ) ( i )= p c l e a v e t r y ,
70 rem ( i ) : pc ( s ) ( i )= p c l e a v e e x i t ,
ENDCASES
72
t r a n s ( a : a c t i o n s , s : s t a t e s ) : s t a t e s = CASES a OF
74 n u t r a j ( d e l t a t , F ) : F ( d e l t a t ) ,
t e s t ( i ) : s WITH
76 [ l a s t s e t : = IF t u r n ( s ) = bot tom THEN
l a s t s e t ( s ) WITH [ ( i ) : = f i n t i m e ( now ( s )+ u s e t ) ]
78 ELSE l a s t s e t ( s ) ENDIF ,
pc : = IF t u r n ( s ) = bot tom THEN
80 pc ( s ) WITH [ ( i ) : = p c s e t ] ELSE pc ( s ) ENDIF ] ,
s e t ( i ) : s WITH [ t u r n : = up ( i ) ,
82 l a s t s e t : = l a s t s e t ( s ) WITH [ ( i ) : = i n f i n i t y ] ,
f i r s t c h e c k : = f i r s t c h e c k ( s ) WITH
84 [ ( i ) : = now ( s ) + l c h e c k ] ,
pc : = pc ( s ) WITH [ ( i ) : = pc check ] ] ,
86 check ( i ) : s WITH
[ f i r s t c h e c k : = f i r s t c h e c k ( s ) WITH [ ( i ) : = 0 ] ,
88 pc : = IF t u r n ( s ) = up ( i ) THEN
pc ( s ) WITH [ ( i ) : = p c l e a v e t r y ]
90 ELSE pc ( s ) WITH [ ( i ) : = p c t e s t ] ENDIF ] ,
r e s e t ( i ) : s WITH [ t u r n : = bot tom ,
92 pc : = pc ( s ) WITH [ ( i ) : = p c l e a v e e x i t ] ] ,
t r y ( i ) : s WITH [ pc := pc ( s ) WITH [ ( i ) : = p c t e s t ] ] ,
94 c r i t ( i ) : s WITH [ pc := pc ( s ) WITH [ ( i ) : = p c c r i t ] ] ,
e x i t ( i ) : s WITH [ pc := pc ( s ) WITH [ ( i ) : = p c r e s e t ] ] ,
96 rem ( i ) : s WITH [ pc := pc ( s ) WITH [ ( i ) : = pc rem ] ]
ENDCASES
98
IMPORTING t i m e d a u t o l i b @ t i m e m a c h i n e
100 [ s t a t e s , a c t i o n s , enab l ed , t r a n s , s t a r t , v i s i b l e ? ,
t i m e p a s s a g e a c t i o n ? , l e n g t h ]
102 END f i s c h e r d e c l s
Fig. 3. TAME representation of fischer
the precondition. A shared universal quantiﬁer would require a shared instantiation
of the variable t, even in cases where one might desire a diﬀerent instantiation for
diﬀerent parts of the precondition.
The structure of the template used for the transition function trans (see Sec-
tion 6.5) also provides a separation of concerns:
trans(a:actions, s:states):states = CASES a OF
traj-name 1(delta t,F): F(delta t),
. . .
action 1: s WITH [ <updates to individual variables> ],
. . .
action n: s WITH [ <updates to individual variables> ],
ENDCASES
Representing trans using this template allows the updated values of individual
variables in the poststate of a discrete transition to be accessed separately using a
standard sequence of PVS commands. These values can then be reasoned about in
isolation, without having to reason about the values of other variables as well.
Section 6 discusses further details of the example templates in this section and
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Inv_0(s:states):bool =
2 FORALL (k: process):
pc(s)(k) = pc_set => last_set(s)(k) <= fintime(now(s) + u_set)
4
Inv_1(s:states):bool =
6 FORALL (k: process): fintime(now(s)) <= last_set(s)(k)
8 Inv_2(s:states):bool =
FORALL (k: process): pc(s)(k) = pc_set => last_set(s)(k) /= infinity
10
Inv_3(s:states):bool =
12 FORALL (i: process, j: process):
pc(s)(i) = pc_check AND turn(s) = up(i) AND pc(s)(j) = pc_set
14 => fintime(first_check(s)(i)) > last_set(s)(j)
16 Inv_4(s:states):bool =
FORALL (i: process, j: process):
18 pc(s)(i) = pc_leavetry OR pc(s)(i) = pc_crit OR pc(s)(i) = pc_reset
=> turn(s) = up(i) AND pc(s)(j) /= pc_set
20
Inv_5(s:states):bool =
22 FORALL (i: process, j: process):
i /= j => pc(s)(i) /= pc_crit OR pc(s)(j) /= pc_crit
Fig. 4. TAME representation of fischer invariants
some additional templates, along with the evolution of the TIOA-to-PVS translator
towards providing template support for strategy development.
6 Translating TIOA speciﬁcations into PVS templates
This section begins with an overview of the current translation scheme employed by
the TIOA-to-PVS translator. It then discusses the issues involved with previously
used (or considered) translation schemes and, for each issue, discusses how it was
solved by updating the translation scheme to follow templates updated to improve
strategy support (including those discussed in Section 5). An important goal of the
TIOA-to-PVS translator is to avoid forcing the user to change the form of a TIOA
speciﬁcation to support adherence of its PVS translation to a particular template.
As will be seen below, with some minor exceptions, we have achieved this goal. For
a more complete description of the translator and the translation scheme, we refer
the reader to [18].
6.1 Overview of the translation scheme
As indicated above and in in Sections 3 and 5, the TIOA-to-PVS translation scheme
is targeted to TAME speciﬁcation templates; hence, we will also speak of translation
into TAME. The TAME templates structure the speciﬁcation of an automaton and
its parts and properties, and, in conjunction with the TAME libraries of datatype
and other deﬁnitions, provide deﬁnitions of TIOA concepts in PVS. The translator
instantiates the TAME automaton template with the states, actions, transitions
and trajectories of an input TIOA speciﬁcation automatically. Both the (discrete)
actions and transitions and the trajectory deﬁnitions in a TIOA speciﬁcation are
translated as actions and transitions (with associated preconditions) in TAME, with
trajectories becoming time passage actions parameterized by the time they consume
and by their “state evolution” function mapping a time interval to a path through
the state space. The state transition associated with a trajectory action in TAME
is computed from the evolution function and the time passage, and the precondition
of the trajectory action captures the constraints on the trajectory represented in its
TIOA deﬁnition.
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Figures 3 and 4 show, respectively, the TAME representation of the TIOA de-
scription of fischer in Figure 1 and the fischer invariants in Figure 2 generated
by the translator, illustrating the translation scheme. Automaton parameters are
declared as constants, while the where clause is translated as an axiom named
const facts (lines 3–6). State variables are declared within a record type states
(lines 8–13). A start predicate is deﬁned to be true for start states. Action signa-
tures are declared in the data type actions (lines 26–33). A visible? predicate
is deﬁned to be true for external actions, while the predicate timepassageaction?
is deﬁned to be true for time passage actions. The predicate enabled asserts the
preconditions of the actions, while the function trans represents the transition
function which returns the post-state obtained by applying an action to a given
pre-state (lines 55–97). As noted above, a trajectory deﬁnition in TIOA is trans-
lated into TAME as a time passage action parameterized by its evolution function
F and a time increment delta t (lines 27–28). The function F is of type f type
which maps a given time interval into the state space (lines 23–24). For describ-
ing time passage transitions, three functions are deﬁned to represent the invariant,
stopping condition and the evolve clause of the corresponding trajectory deﬁnition
(see traj invariant, traj stop, and traj evolve in lines 41–53). Within the
enabled clause of the time passage action, the invariant, stopping condition and
evolve clause are asserted for all elapsed times within delta t (lines 57–63). The
trans function for the time passage action simply returns the state obtained by
applying the function F to the elapsed time delta t (line 74).
An invariant is translated as an assertion in PVS (with a name of the form
Inv invname) together with a lemma in PVS (conforming to TAME’s standard
invariant lemma template—see Section 5) stating that the assertion of the invariant
holds throughout all reachable states of the automaton. Figure 4 shows only the
assertions, omitting the (boilerplate) invariant lemmas.
6.2 Start states
The issue. In a previous version of the TIOA description of fischer, the start
state is written in the following form, in which the initial values of the arrays pc,
last set, first check are asserted with an initially clause:
states
turn: Null[process] := nil,
now: Real := 0,
pc: Array[process, PcValue],
last set: Array[process, AugmentedReal],
first check: Array[process, Real]
initially ∀ i: process (pc[i] = pc rem) ∧
∀ i: process (last set[i] = u set) ∧
∀ i: process (first check[i] = 0)
Correspondingly, the start state was previously translated as a conjunction of the
equalities of each variable to its initial value, together with the initially clause:
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start(s: states): bool =
turn(s) = bottom AND
now(s) = 0 AND
FORALL(i: process): pc(s)(i) = pc_rem AND
FORALL(i: process): last_set(s)(i) = u_set AND
FORALL(i: process): first_check(s)(i) = 0
This scheme asserts the start state condition using a conjunction of clauses, and
asserts the initial values of function (i.e., array) valued state variables in terms of
assertions universally quantiﬁed over their arguments (indices). Thus, when (as is
often the case) there are state variables of function type, reasoning about the start
state at the state variable level is not supported, and automated support for the
reasoning about the start state is complicated by the presence of quantiﬁers.
Solution. To solve this issue in our current translation scheme, we made a change
in the TIOA language to allow an array to be assigned an initial value. In addition,
we use the (new) TIOA operator constant in the TIOA description to deﬁne an
array in which all elements have the same value as the given operand (see lines 15–
19 of Figure 1). The use of the constant operator avoids the use of the universal
quantiﬁers, and allows translation of array values into LAMBDA expressions in PVS
(see lines 18-21 of Figure 3). Although in this instance the form of the TIOA
speciﬁcation was modiﬁed to facilitate the desired translation, this modiﬁcation can
eventually be performed automatically by a preprocessor and hidden from the user.
Casting the predicate start as a record equality by way of the LAMBDA expressions
instead of as a conjunction containing universally quantiﬁed clauses allows simple
substitution for the start state s in the base case of an invariant proof.
6.3 Trajectory deﬁnitions
The issue. In the earlier version of the translation scheme described in [14], we
translated a trajectory deﬁnition into a time passage action containing only the time
interval as a parameter. The enabled predicate for the time passage action asserts
that the invariant of the trajectory holds, and that the values of the variables
stay within the limits of any stopping condition inequality. The trans function
returns the post-state of the time passage action by incrementing the variables
according to the evolve clause. The invariant, stopping condition and evolve clause
are also inserted directly into enabled and trans. For example, the translation
of the trajectory deﬁnition in lines 47–53 of Figure 1 using this translation scheme
produces the following PVS output:
enabled(a: actions, s: states): bool = CASES a OF
traj(delta_t):
now(s)>=0 AND EXISTS(i:process): now(s)+delta_t <= last_set(s)(i),
. . .
ENDCASES
trans(a: actions, s: states): states = CASES a OF
traj(delta_t): s WITH [now := now(s) + delta_t],
. . .
ENDCASES
This translation scheme, however, does not conveniently capture, for the purpose
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of reasoning in the theorem prover about the time passage action traj(delta t),
the fact that the trajectory invariant must hold throughout the duration of the
trajectory. The invariant can only be asserted either at the beginning or the end
of the trajectory, but not in between; asserting the invariant at an intermediate
value requires reasoning in addition about time passage actions traj(t) where
0<=t<=delta t.
Initial solution; new issue. To solve this problem, we embed the trajectory
as a functional parameter of the time passage action. This approach allows us to
use the functional parameter F to assert properties throughout the duration of the
trajectory using a FORALL quantiﬁer.
An initial version of this solution makes use of only a single FORALL quanti-
ﬁer, inserting the expressions of the invariant, stopping condition and evolve clause
directly under the quantiﬁer:
enabled(a: actions, s: states): bool = CASES a OF
traj(delta_t, F):
FORALL(t:(interval(zero, delta_t))):
now(F(t)) >= 0 AND
EXISTS(i:process): now(F(t)) = last_set(s)(i) => t = delta_t AND
F(t) := s WITH [now := now(s) + t],
. . .
ENDCASES
trans(a: actions, s: states): states = CASES a OF
traj(delta_t, F): F(delta_t),
. . .
ENDCASES
This translation scheme, however, poses problems in proofs and strategies when
we only want to reason about a speciﬁc component of the trajectory deﬁnition.
For example, when we only want to reason about how the evolve clause of the
trajectory aﬀects the state variables, we still have to deal with the entire universally
quantiﬁed expression covering all three clauses. In addition, we have to identify the
evolve clause component of the expression under the quantiﬁer, which may not be
straightforward to do, as this expression is not guaranteed to be a conjunction of
three subexpressions.
Improved solution. To address these remaining problems, we further reﬁne our
translation scheme by adding another layer of abstraction based on the deﬁnitions
of three functions, traj invariant, traj stop and traj evolve, and the use of
three separate FORALL clauses (see lines 41–53, and 57–63 of Figure 3). As men-
tioned in Section 5, the use of these deﬁnitions with standard names within three
separate quantiﬁers aids the development of strategies which can pick out the re-
spective components easily. These deﬁnitions also allow speciﬁcations containing
multiple trajectory deﬁnitions to be handled without any modiﬁcations or added
complications to the strategies. For example, if we have two trajectory deﬁnitions
named traj1 and traj2, then the PVS translation will take the form shown in
Figure 5, in which additional trajectory deﬁnitions simply add more cases to each
function deﬁnition.
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traj_invariant(a:(timepassageaction?))(s:states):bool = CASES a OF
nu_traj1(delta_t, F): . . .,
nu_traj2(delta_t, F): . . .
ENDCASES
traj_stop(a:(timepassageaction?))(s:states):bool = CASES a OF
nu_traj1(delta_t, F): . . .,
nu_traj2(delta_t, F): . . .
ENDCASES
traj_evolve(a:(timepassageaction?))(t:(fintime?), s:states):states = CASES a OF
nu_traj1(delta_t, F): s WITH [ . . . ],
nu_traj2(delta_t, F): s WITH [ . . . ]
ENDCASES
enabled(a:actions, s:states):bool = CASES a OF
nu_traj1(delta_t, F):
(FORALL (t:(interval(zero,delta_t))): traj_invariant(a)(F(t)))
AND (FORALL (t:(interval(zero,delta_t))):
traj_stop(a)(F(t)) => t = delta_t)
AND (FORALL (t:(interval(zero,delta_t))):
F(t) = traj_evolve(a)(t, s)),
nu_traj2(delta_t, F):
(FORALL (t:(interval(zero,delta_t))): traj_invariant(a)(F(t)))
AND (FORALL (t:(interval(zero,delta_t))):
traj_stop(a)(F(t)) => t = delta_t)
AND (FORALL (t:(interval(zero,delta_t))):
F(t) = traj_evolve(a)(t, s)),
. . .
ENDCASES
Fig. 5. TAME translation of multiple trajectory deﬁnitions
6.4 Automaton parameters and the where clause
The issue. In an earlier version of the TIOA to TAME translation scheme, the
where clause stating the relationship among the automaton parameters was trans-
lated as an additional clause conjoined to the start predicate. Then, an invariant
duplicating the where clause is speciﬁed, proved, and used in other invariants re-
quiring the use of the assertion about the automaton parameters. This invariant is
trivially proved 5 , because it is by deﬁnition true in the start state, and because the
values of the automaton parameters are never modiﬁed by any transitions. In par-
ticular, applied to the automaton fischer, the earlier translation scheme produces
the following form of the start predicate, which has an additional clause conjoined:
start(s: states): bool = s=s WITH [
turn := bottom,
now := 0,
pc := (lambda(i_0: process): pc_rem),
last_set := (lambda(i_0: process): fintime(u_set)),
first_check := (lambda(i_0: process): 0)]
AND (u_set < l_check AND u_set >= 0 AND l_check >= 0)
The additional invariant and invariant lemma included in the translation of fischer
take the form:
Inv_0(s:states):bool =
u_set < l_check AND u_set >= 0 AND l_check >= 0
lemma_0: LEMMA FORALL (s:states): reachable(s) => Inv_0(s);
The user must then prove this invariant, and when the constraints on the automaton
5 In particular, it can be proved by the single TAME proof command (auto induct).
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parameters are needed in other proofs, the user must use the TAME command
(apply inv lemma "0").
Solution. To relieve the user from having to prove the additional invariant lemma
for every parameterized automaton and to apply the invariant to introduce the
constraints in other proofs, the translation scheme has been modiﬁed to translate
the where clause as a separate axiom named const facts. This decision allows the
user to invoke the axiom directly with a standard TAME proof step (also called
const facts 6 ) rather than introducing the information by applying an invariant
lemma. It also allows separation of concerns between constraints on the start state
and the parameters.
6.5 Program statements in deﬁnitions of transitions
The issue. In the TIOA language, the eﬀects of transitions are speciﬁed in the form
of programs which allow tests followed by a branch, and assignments aﬀecting values
used in later assignments. There are tradeoﬀs regarding where to place the burden
of the computation (translator or prover) and regarding clarity of equivalence of the
TAME representation of a transition to the original TIOA representation.
A partial solution. The translator currently supports two styles of translation for
program statements in speciﬁcations of transition eﬀects in a TIOA speciﬁcation.
The ﬁrst style uses explicit substitution, as illustrated by the trans function in the
translation in Figure 3, using symbolic computation to express the ﬁnal value of
every state variable in the post-state in terms of the original values of the variables
in the pre-state. This substitution is performed by the translator during the process
of translation.
The second style of translation preserves the structure of the statements in
the original program in the eﬀect by using a series of LET statements. Each LET
statement corresponds to a statement in the original program, and modiﬁes the
state s accordingly. The modiﬁed state is then used as the state parameter in the
subsequent LET statement in a similar fashion. As an example, the following code 7
shows how the eﬀect of the transition test(i) in Figure 1 would be translated using
LET statements within the trans function:
6 See the command (const facts) in both the proof of the base case and the proof of the induction step
for test(i action) in the proof of lemma 1 of fischer in Appendix A.
7 In PVS, modiﬁcations to functions, records, and arrays are indicated by WITH followed by a list of one
or more “update assignments” in square brackets. Modiﬁcation to a record is indicated by assignment to
the ﬁeld in the record; modiﬁcation of the value of a function (or array) at some argument (or index) is
indicated by an assignment to the parenthesized argument. Thus, “s WITH [pc := pc(s) WITH [(i) :=
pc set]]” denotes the state s with its program counter array pc updated to pc modiﬁed to have the value
pc set at argument i. The alternate representation in Figure 3 of the eﬀect of test(i) and other actions
can be interpreted analogously.
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test(i):
LET s = IF turn(s) = bottom
THEN
LET s=s WITH [pc := pc(s) WITH [(i) := pc_set]] IN
LET s=s WITH [last_set :=
last_set(s) WITH [(i) := fintime(now(s) + u_set)]] IN s
ELSE s
ENDIF
IN s,
The use of explicit substitution tends to be more eﬃcient in terms of theorem
proving, because the translator has done the work of computing the ﬁnal value
of each variable, allowing reasoning about individual variables to be performed
easily. For short programs, the explicit substitution method also produces more
compact code. On the other hand, for longer programs which might have deep
levels of dependencies among variables, the explicit substitution method may yield
more complicated expressions. In such cases, translation using the LET keyword
may produce a simpler translation which corresponds more clearly to the original
program.
When there is a need to reason about the updated values of individual state
variables after a transition, however, the use of a nested sequence of LET expressions
may signiﬁcantly complicate the reasoning. This is because for a given variable,
additional proof steps will usually be required to simplify the nested LET expressions
to the point where the update “assignments” for the variables can be accessed and
computed. Since these additional proof steps for simpliﬁcation are destined to
form part of an application-independent strategy, they are likely to require much
more computation than is needed to reason about the updated values of particular
variables.
Our current solution. Currently, we have chosen to move the burden of com-
putation outside of the theorem prover and into the translator, i.e., to use explicit
substitution as the default translation method for trans.
6.6 Type Correctness Conditions
The issue. In our current translation scheme, the preconditions and transitions are
deﬁned separately, in the enabled predicate and the trans function respectively.
This is done ﬁrst, because it is a natural separation of concerns, and second, because
it allows proofs of properties to reﬂect which preconditions, if any, are actually used.
But a side eﬀect of this separation is that some unprovable Type Correctness
Conditions (TCCs) may be generated by PVS as a result of the translation. As an
illustration, consider the following TIOA transition, where z is some state variable:
output divide(x, y:Int)
pre y = 0
eff z := x / y
The transition asserts in the precondition that parameter y is non-zero, and then
proceeds to divide the parameter x by y. The translation of the above transition
into the enabled predicate and trans function in PVS is as follows:
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enabled(a: actions, s: states): bool = CASES a OF
divide(x, y): y /= 0
ENDCASES
trans(a: actions, s: states): states = CASES a OF
divide(x, y): s WITH [z := x / y]
ENDCASES
When we perform a type check on on trans in PVS, we will have to prove the TCC
that y is non-zero for all states. However, since the precondition is now separate
from the eﬀect, we are unable to prove this TCC.
Solution. One way to resolve this issue is simply to have the translator condition
the eﬀect of the transition on it precondition in the representation of trans:
trans(a: actions, s: states): states =
IF enabled(a, s)
THEN CASES a OF divide(x, y): s WITH [z := x / y] ENDCASES
ELSE s ENDIF
Doing so will allow the use of the precondition clause within the enabled predicate
to resolve the TCC.
An alternative approach to handle the TCC is to have the user manually con-
dition the eﬀect of the transition on the precondition (or the part of it needed for
type correctness) in the TIOA speciﬁcation:
output divide(x, y:Int)
pre y = 0
eff if y = 0 then z := x / y fi;
The translation would yield the following, allowing the TCC for x/y to be resolved:
trans(a: actions, s: states): states =
CASES a OF
divide(x, y): s WITH [z := IF y /= 0 THEN x / y ELSE z ENDIF]
ENDCASES
Either approach supports proving properties by induction over the reachable states,
since the THEN case corresponds to the intended change of state in the TIOA spec-
iﬁcation when the precondition is satiﬁed, and the ELSE case corresponds to “no
change of state”, which is consistent with the action not being triggered when the
precondition is not satisﬁed.
Since there may be no TCC to resolve in the eﬀect of a transition, and when
there is, the precondition of the transition may be stronger than the actual expres-
sion needed to resolve the TCC (e.g., the precondition of other transitions involving
division by y could assert y /= 0 together with several other constraints), auto-
matically replicating the enabled clause in the transition function trans could
frequently complicate the sequents in a proof with unnecessary formulas. Hence,
we currently require the user to adopt the second approach of manually asserting
any condition that may be needed to resolve the TCC, so long as it is implied by
the precondition of the transition. This approach has worked well in the examples
with which we have tested the translator: the occurrence of an unprovable TCC for
trans has been rare; there are none in fischer, for example. We might adopt the
ﬁrst approach in future if we want to completely shield the speciﬁer from having to
modify the speciﬁcations just to avoid the generated TCCs.
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6.7 Combining universal quantiﬁers in invariants
The issue. When an invariant of a TIOA speciﬁcation contains two or more
consecutive universal quantiﬁers, a direct translation of these quantiﬁers into PVS
can complicate automatic reasoning in PVS. For example, it makes it diﬃcult for
the TAME strategy auto induct to coordinate the skolemization of the inductive
conclusion with the instantiation of the inductive hypothesis in the induction step.
Solution. The translator automatically combines the quantiﬁed variables under a
single FORALL quantiﬁer in the PVS output. For example, the last three invariants of
the TIOA speciﬁcation of fischer in Figure 2 contain the universal quantiﬁers over
i and j (∀i:process ∀j:process). The corresponding translation in PVS combines
each pair of universal quantiﬁers into a single FORALL (i:process, j:process)
expression, as shown in Figure 4.
7 Discussion
In this section, we provide a little more detail on how several TAME strategies take
advantage of the translation templates. An example proof that illustrates the use
of several of the strategies mentioned can be found in Appendix A.
The strategy base case.
The TAME strategy base case is not normally invoked directly by the user;
rather, it is invoked by the strategy auto induct (see Section 5) that does the
initial steps of the induction proof of an automaton state invariant. In opera-
tion, base case ﬁrst computes the assertion representing the base case of the in-
duction. The hypothesis of this assertion is that the start state predicate start
holds for some state s. The template form of start is a conjunction whose ﬁrst
component associates explicit values with some state variables and whose second
component provides additional constraints on the values of the variables (see Sec-
tion 6.2). Using standard PVS steps for decomposing conjunctions and labeling the
new formulas that are produced, base case breaks the hypothesis into two parts
labeled start-state and start-constraints. This allows auto induct to con-
tinue by substituting for s based on the formula start-state and then attempting
to complete the proof by applying simpliﬁcations. This discharges the base case
automatically in many cases.
The strategy apply traj evolve.
The strategy apply traj evolve, given a time value parameter T, computes the
new state of a trajectory after it has evolved for time T, provided T is between 0 and
the duration delta t of the trajectory. This strategy is used in reasoning about the
transition resulting from a trajectory “action” traj. It relies on the TAME strategy
apply speciﬁc precond having been applied ﬁrst, with the result that there are
hypotheses labeled specific-precondition part i, for i = 1 to 3. Hypothesis
specific-precondition part 3 will be of the form:
(FORALL (t:(interval(zero,delta_t))): F(t) = traj_evolve(a)(t, s))
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with traj substituted for a and prestate (the pre-state of the trajectory action)
substituted for s. The strategy apply traj evolve is then able to compute the
value of F(T) (representing the state after time T) by instantiating the above for-
mula with T and then using the PVS deﬁnition expansion command to expand
traj evolve. Finally, apply traj evolve uses a PVS command to replace F(T)
by its value wherever it occurs.
The strategy apply traj stop.
The strategy apply traj stop performs similarly to apply traj evolve. It
also relies on the TAME strategy apply speciﬁc precond having been applied
ﬁrst, but rather than using hypothesis specific-precondition part 3, it uses the
hypothesis specific-precondition part 2, which will be of the form:
(FORALL (t:(interval(zero,delta_t))): traj_stop(a)(F(t)) => t = delta_t)
It then expands the deﬁnition of traj stop. The ultimate eﬀect of apply traj stop
with parameter T is to introduce the fact among the hypotheses of the proof goal
that, for a given trajectory traj and time T, if the stopping condition of traj holds
after time T, then the trajectory has reached its end.
The strategy deadline reason.
The strategy deadline reason, when given an absolute time deadline D as
a parameter, tries to prove that, on the current trajectory traj, absolute time
cannot pass beyond time D. It does this by ﬁrst applying apply traj stop to
time T = D - now, and then using apply traj evolve to compute F(T) so that
traj stop(traj)(F(T)) can be evaluated. (If it evaluates to true, the trajectory
traj must stop after time T, i.e., at absolute time D.)
The organization of the precondition of traj through the trajectory precondition
template makes it possible to deﬁne this strategy as a focused computation without
any superﬂuous manipulation.
8 Conclusions
In this paper we have considered a particular case of a general problem: How to
provide eﬃcient theorem proving support in an interactive, higher order logic prover
for establishing properties of a model of some given class, without forcing the user
of the theorem prover to specify the model for the convenience of the prover rather
than in a form natural to the user. In the case of automata models of systems,
we have shown that this can be done by translating speciﬁcations written in a
language designed for specifying automata (TIOA) into the language of a theorem
prover (PVS) while adhering to a set of templates governing how various aspects
of the automaton model are represented in the theorem prover. We have discussed
how both the structural and naming conventions captured in these templates can
be used to advantage in developing eﬃcient domain speciﬁc proof steps aimed at
interactive reasoning about the aspects of an automaton model for which there are
templates.
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The general principle we have followed of designing the translator to convert
source speciﬁcations into problem formulations that match templates convenient
for analysis can no doubt be applied to advantage in other domains. An interesting
question is the extent to which the connection between templates and strategies that
is possible in PVS, with its ability to attach labels to formulas, can be duplicated
in other higher order logic provers.
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A Saved TAME proof script for fischer lemma 1
To illustrate the utility of the TAME strategies, Figure A.1 shows the verbose
version of the saved TAME proof for the fischer invariant lemma with the most
complex proof, namely, lemma lemma 1, which asserts:
lemma_1: LEMMA (FORALL (s: states): reachable(s) => Inv_1(s)
where the deﬁnition of Inv 1 is (see Figure 4):
Inv_1(states):bool = FORALL(k:process): fintime(now(s)) <= last_set(s)(k)
The function fintime in this saved proof coerces a real number into a time value.
The value k theorem is the skolem constant for the universally quantiﬁed variable
k generated by the TAME strategy auto induct. The strategy auto induct, plus
the TAME strategies apply traj evolve, apply traj stop, and const facts, have
been described above. The names of most of the other TAME strategies (e.g., ap-
ply inv lemma) should indicate their purpose. The strategy inst in instantiates
a quantiﬁer that is not at the top level of a formula, and the strategy try simp does
straightforward reasoning (translates as “it is obvious”) in an attempt to complete a
proof branch. Anything following a “;;” is a TAME generated comment. Using the
(optional) verbose form of the strategies produces the extended comments shown
in Figure A.1.
If the body of Inv 1 did not have a universal quantiﬁer, it would be of the ideal
form for applying deadline reason to the value last set(s)(k). However, as this
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saved proof shows, the proof can still be handled by using apply traj evolve and
apply traj stop combined with an appropriate instantiation.
fischer_invariants.lemma_1: proved - complete [shostak](6.49 s)
(""
(auto_induct)
(("1" ;; Base case
(const_facts)
;; Applying the facts about the constants:
;; u_set < l_check AND u_set >= 0 AND l_check >= 0
(try_simp))
("2" ;; Case nu_traj(delta_t_action, F_action)
(apply_inv_lemma "0" "poststate" "k_theorem")
;; Applying the lemma
;; FORALL (k: process):
;; pc(poststate)(k) = pc_set =>
;; last_set(poststate)(k) <= fintime(now(poststate) + u_set)
(apply_specific_precond)
;; Applying the precondition
;; (FORALL (t: (interval(zero, delta_t_action))):
;; traj_invariant(nu_traj(delta_t_action, F_action))(F_action(t)))
;; AND
;; (FORALL (t: (interval(zero, delta_t_action))):
;; traj_stop(nu_traj(delta_t_action, F_action))(F_action(t)) =>
;; t = delta_t_action)
;; AND
;; (FORALL (t: (interval(zero, delta_t_action))):
;; F_action(t) =
;; traj_evolve(nu_traj(delta_t_action, F_action))(t, prestate))
(apply_traj_evolve "delta_t_action")
;; Using the fact that
;; F_action(delta_t_action) =
;; prestate WITH [now := 1 * dur(delta_t_action) + now(prestate)]
(suppose "last_set(F_action(zero))(k_theorem) = infinity")
(("1" ;; Suppose last_set(F_action(zero))(k_theorem) = infinity
(apply_traj_evolve "zero")
;; Using the fact that
;; F_action(zero) = prestate WITH [now := 1 * dur(zero) + now(prestate)]
(try_simp))
("2" ;; Suppose not [last_set(F_action(zero))(k_theorem) = infinity]
(apply_traj_evolve
"last_set(prestate)(k_theorem) - fintime(now(prestate))")
(("1"
(apply_traj_stop
"last_set(prestate)(k_theorem) - fintime(now(prestate))")
;; Recall the stopping condition
;; (EXISTS (i: process):
;; fintime(now
;; (F_action(last_set(prestate)(k_theorem) -
;; fintime(now(prestate)))))
;; =
;; last_set
;; (F_action(last_set(prestate)(k_theorem)-fintime(now(prestate))))
;; (i))
;; =>
;; last_set(prestate)(k_theorem)-fintime(now(prestate))
;; = delta_t_action
(inst_in "stop?" "k_theorem")
(("1" (try_simp))
("2" (try_simp))))
("2" ;; Type correctness
(try_simp))))
("3" ;; Type correctness
(try_simp))))
("3" ;; Case test(i_action)
(const_facts)
;; Applying the facts about the constants:
;; u_set < l_check AND u_set >= 0 AND l_check >= 0
(try_simp))
("4" ;; Case set(i_action)
(try_simp))))
Fig. A.1. Proof of invariant lemma lemma 1 of fischer
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